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Atomic Components

Proton
The neutron orbitals provide the foundation for the next stage of atomic development - proton
formation. The neutral event horizon is now established, making way for the charged
emergence. Like the concrete footers in a house or building, the neutron orbital support is there
for the foundation walls - the proton orbitals. The ether – the birthplace of duality – next allows
production of the environment necessary for electromagnetic manifestation, starting with
positive charge, the “electric” aspect. Form presentation progresses to the next explicit phase in
the proton. In this new event horizon region of the proton orbitals - sandwiched between the
neutron and electron event horizons - the etheric wave patterns again form into three nested
tori, the electric quarks of a proton. The Solfeggio convergence of the proton creates energy:
the electric force explodes into being, immediately followed by its counterpart magnetism. The
fulcrum point is the innermost torus where positive charge rises like a lightning bolt.

Solfeggio Convergence
There is an underlying natural law at work, which new laws of physics will emerge from. One
basic natural principle is Solfeggio convergence. As mentioned earlier, all things are vibrational.
Interactions between vibrations produce one of three conditions:

● neutral
● energy gain
● energy loss

Solfeggio frequencies are one or more frequencies that have a digital root frequency of either 3,
6 or 9. When multiple Solfeggio frequencies interact, in this case in the form of three nested tori,
the convergence creates an opening. The neutron orbital foundation provides the bridge - the
proton vibrating at the proper set of frequencies now can access energy from the void. A
polyrhythm of resonance is established. The Solfeggio convergence is the mechanism to allow
this to occur.

This convergence is a range of consonance and dissonance; zones of peaks, joined by zones of
neutrality.



Zones of peak consonance and dissonance - transitions are neutral

Imagine this as a continuous sine wave where neutrality is the baseline; peak positive amplitude
is equivalent to peak consonance, while peak negative amplitude is equivalent to peak
dissonance. Now, to apply this principle to the charged proton. Under most conditions, each
proton resides in the consonant zone. There is movement between, but not encroaching into,
the neighboring neutral zones.



Peak proton charge is in the center - the three “balanced” concentric circles. Charge strength
diminishes as consonance weakens. Vortex tube density lessens, and subsequently the entire
atom is affected. The electric force delivered by the proton can be manipulated by the Solfeggio
relationships between the torus frequencies.

To use a garden hose nozzle as an analogy, imagine manipulating a garden hose to that sweet
spot of a balance between water dispersion and propelled force. Now imagine having three
separate nozzles to really fine tune the water flow. The three proton tori work together to dial in
the proper resonance to sustain etheric energy flow. This is a miniature gateway, and the
framework for other applications.

Proton- three nested tori, charged

The neutron orbitals provide the foundation
for charge manifestation. Proton formation
begins in the same way neutrons took
formation, with the addition of capacity for
charge. The inner event horizon of neutrality
is responsible for providing the necessary
environment for the proton orbitals, the cause
of charge.

Initiation of positive charge

The positively charged electric force extends
outward, immediately followed by its

magnetic counterpart attempting to encircle it.
The pure electric force is counterspace

released, the cool and cavitating runaway
charge is contained by its magnetic protector.

The positively charged electric force extends outward, immediately followed by its magnetic
counterpart attempting to encircle it. The pure electric force is counterspace released, the cool
and cavitating runaway charge is contained by its magnetic protector.



The 8 protons of oxygen are attempting to cavitate toward the atomic singularity

Like gravity, the protons are attempting to implode inwards. Cavitational resonance is the strong
force – the nuclear strong, and the predecessor to gravity.

Vortex Tube
The force of the positively charged electric is immediately followed by its counterpart magnetic.
Each of the nested proton tori induces a magnetic column, which then converges just outside
the proton. The vortex tube is the magnetic column surrounding the electric charge, preparing
for negative discharge.

Cross section of nested tori proton - magnetic
field extends from each



3-nested tori proton on left, giving rise to the
electric force followed by magnetic columns

of the vortex tube

Acting as a tether between the proton and its dielectric termination point, the electron – the
vortex tube is the elastic magnetic connection sustaining the standing wave of the atom. The
vortex tube is like a lightsaber - when they cross each other energy is released, as we’ll see in
chapter 7, “Atomic Workings”.

Electron
The electron is the termination end point of the electric proton. Once terminated, the vortex tube
splays out like an umbrella - 360° of a magnetic field surrounds the proton-electron pair. The
electron is more of an absence than a presence. It is the cavitating doorway back to the void
from which all this arose, propped up by the vortex tube. The surrounding event horizon of the
magnetic field sets the boundaries.

The proton-electron pair, connected by the vortex tube

Assuming there is some type of consonance between atoms, the electron locations are the
likely bonding locations. For the most part, these would be at the atomic poles, as we’ll see in
chapter 4, “Atomic Bonding”. Scalar atomic vibrations create a vacuum which sometimes
invades another atom’s event horizons.



Electron of the hydrogen atom - magnetic
absence

Electron locations held in equidistance in a
lithium atom - negative discharge of repulsion

Magnetic Field Event Horizon
The current atomic model includes the theory of electron shells - the grouping of electrons in
orbit surrounding the nucleus of an atom, where “electron clouds” are established. This new
model is the introduction of a series of event horizons - the neutron, proton, and electron
boundary horizons. The outermost boundaries are the magnetic field event horizons - the new
electron shells. Each Platonic solid “shell” is actually a magnetic field, the final atomic event
horizon designating stable spacetime outside the boundary.

Beyond the atomic singularity there are three event horizons - neutron, proton and electron
boundaries.



The 3 stages of atomic event horizons - neutron, proton, electron / magnetic field

New understandings of black hole behavior is stretching current laws of physics. As this
direction matures it will help unravel the atomic behavior as well.

Magnetic field of hydrogen - its event horizon



Of course, the multi-”shelled” elements have much greater complexity. A sophisticated
resonance is established, with tremendous variation. Here, the four magnetic fields of a copper
atom are depicted.

The four magnetic fields of a copper atom

The stages of manifestation are linked, creating dependencies. The bread crumb trail of each
component provides the foundation for the next. Each step of the way is a transition, gradients
of change. From the ether to the energetic structure, the DNA of those subtle vibrations start to
take shape. Then the atomic singularity goes to work, showing its invisible face to space. Then
the event horizons step down the refined energy into seemingly separate components.

A resonance is established between the proton and its magnetic field…then eventually between
magnetic fields…then between elements. We end up with matter, an appropriate name for this
marvel of nature.


